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FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENTS 

Functional Assessments are imperative when designing any 

behavioural interventions. To ensure an intervention will be 

effective it is important to analyse the antecedent and con-

sequential events that occur in relation to the target behav-

iour. When a clear function is discovered, an appropriate 

intervention that will help reduce the target behaviour and/

or increase an appropriate behaviour can be implemented. 

Functions typically fall under one of the following: 

 Socially mediated positive reinforcement (attention) 

 Socially mediated negative reinforcement (escape) 

 Access to tangibles  

 Automatic positive reinforcement 

Some behaviours may be multi-functional and receive rein-

forcement in a many of ways and these are harder to tackle.  

The first Functional Assessment you can use is an Indirect 

Functional Assessment, for instance a parent/carer inter-

view. These will include a variety of questions inquiring 

about antecedent events that typically occur before the 

target behaviour. These are helpful as the parents are a 

great source of information and easy to use, although these 

may be subjective and prone to bias. O’Neill et al (1997) 

devised a handbook containing interview forms to be used 

to provide information regarding functions of problem be-

haviours. One is the Functional Assessment Interview Form 

(FAI). The interview is broken into 11 sections and also en-

quires about communication, teaching strategies and rein-

forcers. There is also the Student-Directed Functional As-

sessment Interview Form (SDFAI) to be used by profession-

als to interview the client directly to gather information re-

garding the target behaviour from their perspective.  

An additional assessment that is more reliable is ABC data; 

including ABC continuous recording (see page 507, Cooper, 

Heron & Heward for an example) or a ABC narrative to out-

line behaviours as they occur in the environment. This data 

is important to take consistently throughout the duration of 

any programme. ABC data can give you a baseline before 

the intervention for a comparison and also to review to 

show improvements during the intervention. When the function 

of a behaviour has been assessed and an appropriate interven-

tion plan is put into action, the ABC data will allow you to assess 

the effectiveness of the intervention. Carbone Clinic has a 

downloadable copy on their website: http://

www.carboneclinic.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/A-B-C-

Data-Sheet-with-Other1.doc. 

The Functional Analysis (FA) is one of the most empirically 

based assessments. The FA  exposes the client to several condi-

tions that emphasis each function (as stated previously, possibly 

with an additional control condition) and then typically com-

pares the frequencies of the target behaviours. The Functional 

Analysis was proposed by Iwata et al in 1982. Since then the FA 

has been used, adapted and applied in over two thousand stud-

ies. Beavers et al (2013) reviewed the literature and compared 

158 studies using a FA. The most commonly studies assessed 

aggressive and self injurious behaviours, although the FA can 

also be used to assess behaviours such as  stereotypy, tantrums, 

pica and disruption.  The review highlights the variety across 

studies, in addition to the topography, differing session times, 

model types (AB vs ABC) or assessment length were noted and 

it is successful and adaptable. Despite these adaptations, the FA 

has remained accurate and has grown in recognition across the 

field of ABA and also into related fields.  

It is recommended that assessment includes at least two of 

these approaches to get a clear picture of the function. When 

you have successfully assessed the function of the target behav-

iour, it is important to refer to the research and  choose an in-

tervention that is ethically and socially significant. Ideally an 

intervention will have high benefits and low risks to be consid-

ered ethically beneficially.  
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Welcome to the October edition! In this edition we will be 

discussing Functional Assessments.. Be sure to check out the 

events section, as we have so many events for you to check 

out! Busy Analytical Bee would love to hear from you so 

please send your feedback or suggestions to busyanalytical-

bee@gmail.com. Also we have started our new twitter ac-

count so follow us @AnalyticalBee! Have a great month! 



Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our new Facebook 

page and follow us on twitter @AnalyticalBee! 

Next month we will be looking at research about toileting 

as voted for by the subscribers, so thanks for voting! 

Subscribing is easy and free - simply email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to 

our email account! Have a great month! 

Comments, questions or feedback? Please contact busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com 

NET IDEAS  

Puzzles are great fun and promote motor skills and hand-eye 

co-ordination. There are many puzzles you can purchase, 

although it’s easy to make your own! All you need to do is 

print a large (A5/A4) picture of a reinforcing item and cut into 

randomly shaped pieces. You can hide the various pieces in a 

treasure hunt or hide in a sand tray to be found and pieced 

together. You could also use them in an Art and craft activity. 

You could contrive motivation for  the puzzle pieces, or de-

pending on adaptation, other mands (i.e. clue/map, sand tray 

or glue). You could also use the opportunity to tact the pic-

ture of the puzzle or hide other targets with each puzzle 

piece with a paperclip. Puzzles are always a good way to nat-

urally generalise intraverbals, for instance “what do you put 

together? - puzzle” or an intraverbal around the reinforcing 

item, for example cake “what do you eat? - Cake”. You can 

laminate them if you wish to reuse them.  

EVENTS 

Ambitious about Autism have announced many new dates 

for 2014/2015. Some of the dates confirmed for the next 

few months are Positive Behaviour Support workshop on 

the 12th November and Teaching social skills on the 22nd 

January. Be sure to go to their webpage to find out more 

http://www.ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk/page/

what_we_do/training/training_programme.cfm 

The UK Society for Behaviour Analysis have confirmed the 

location for their two-day workshop with Jim Partington, 

Ph.D., BCBA-D who devised the ABLLS-R which is a fantastic 

assessment tool used widely by Behaviour Analysts. The 

event will be held at University College London, within the 

Psychology department. The workshop will focus on the 

AFLS (The Assessment of Functional Living Skills) and the 

ABLLS-R (Assessment of Basic language and Learning Skills—

Revised). For more information go to the webpage for fur-

ther information :   http://uk-sba.org/workshop. 

ABA Matters have announced further workshop dates. A 

two day workshop will be held, costing £120 per person on 

the 20th and 21st of October. This two day workshop is “An 

introduction to ABA/VB and how to teach on home and 

school based programmes” and is suitable for therapists 

and parents. Also on the 25th of October a workshop for 

“Teaching Functional Communication to children who have 

developmental delays” will cost £55. Her next confirmed 

workshop will be on the 29th of November and will also 

cost £55 and is focused on teaching functional life skills. For 

more information email Kelly at kelly@abamatters.co.uk 

and request a booking form.  

The Applied Behaviour Analysis Forum hold regular 

meetings for their members. They have an up coming date 

in November . For more information you can go to their 

website http://www.abaf.org.uk/forum email 

Nick.Barratt@dimensions-uk.org  to become a member so 

you can find out more about their events.  

Jigsaw School are offering numerous workshops and open 

mornings for professionals and parents.  There are a variety 

of dates available so please go to their website to find out 

more http://www.jigsawschool.co.uk/events/ 

There is a workshop being held by Knospe –ABA in Hanno-

ver, Germany on the 11th and 12th of October. Find out 

more at http://knospe-aba.com/cms/us/workshops.html 

Mary Barbera  has confirmed she will be presented in Co-

logne, Germany on the 29th and 30th of November. The 

workshop is entitled “Using Applied Behaviour Analysis and 

Verbal Behaviour Strategies to Improve Programming for 

both Toddlers and Teens with Autism“ and will cost around 

£195. For more information and registration form go to: 

http://barberabehaviorconsulting.com/articles/

germany2014.pdf 

STUDY TIPS 

A good idea when your studying is to analyse your environ-

ment. As Behaviour Analysts we are in touch with various 

contingencies with our clients. It’s a good idea to analyse 

contingencies within our own Natural Environment to make 

sense of new theories we learn through our studying. When 

you make the decision to have take-out food instead of 

cooking, consider the Matching Law or if you reach for a 

treat, think about satiation and MO’s that are at play. A good 

way to reinforce yourself is to keep a clicker on yourself and 

each time you’re able to relate an environmental event to a 

theory  you explain a theory or term to a colleague, give 

yourself a click.  

TERMINOLOGY 

Acquisition: The addition of a new skill to a person’s reper-

toire. Within the programme summary, the mastery criteria 

is outlined and typically will be two or three consecutive 

‘YES’ probes , across two therapists.   

NEWS 

The Experimental Analysis of Behaviour Group (EABG) confer-

ence is coming to University College London in March 2015, 

so watch out for more information! This conference is strong-

ly recommended by Busy Analytical Bee! 


